300	DANTE AND HIS CIRCLE
Among the poets of Dante's circle, the first in order,
the first in power, and the one whom Dante has styled
his l first friend ', is guido cavalcanti, born about
1250, and thus Dante's senior by some fifteen years. It
is therefore probable that there is some inaccuracy about
the statement, often repeated, that he was Dante's fellow-
pupil under Brunetto Latini ; though it seems certain
that they both studied, probably Guido before Dante,
with the same teacher. The Cavalcanti family was
among the most ancient in Florence ; and its importance
may be judged by the fact that in 1280, on the occasion
of one of the various missions sent from Rome with the
view of pacifying the Florentine factions, the name of
' Guido the son of Messer Cavalcante de' Cavalcanti'
appears as one of the sureties offered by the city for the
quarter of San Piero Scheraggio. His father must have
been notoriously a sceptic in matters of religion, since
we find him placed by Dante in the sixth circle of Hell,
in one of the fiery tombs of the unbelievers. That
Guido shared this heresy was the popular belief, as is
lady of my mind who was called Beatrice by many who knew not
how she was called.' This presents the obvious difficulty that the
lady's name really was Beatrice, and that Dante throughout uses
that name himself. In the text of my version I have adopted, as
a rendering, the one of the various compromises which seemed to
give the most beauty to the meaning. But it occurs to me that a less
irrational escape out of the difficulty than any I have seen suggested
may possibly be found by linking this passage with the close of the
sonnet at page 361 of the Vita Nuova^ beginning, * I felt a spirit of
love begin to stir', in the last line of which sonnet Love is made
to assert that the name of Beatrice is Love. Dante appears to have
dwelt on this fancy with some pleasure, from what is said in an
earlier sonnet (page 332) about * Love in his proper form * (by which
Beatrice seems to be meant) oending over a dead lady. And it is
in connection with the sonnet where the name of Beatrice is said to
be Love, that Dante, as if to show us that the Love he speaks of is
only his own emotion, enters into an argument as to Love being
merely an accident in substance—in other words, * Amore e il cor
gentil son una cosa'. This conjecture may be pronounced extrava-
gant ; but the Vita Nuova? when examined, proves so full of intricate
and fantastic analogies, even in the mere arrangement of its parts
(much more than appears on any but the closest scrutiny), that it
seems admissible to suggest even a whimsical solution of a difficulty
which remains unconquered.

